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Urgency The benefits of this acceleration 
diminish because of congested 
transportation systems.

Chris Cornelissen
5-11-2010

Innovation in transport caused acceleration 
of traffic, allowing cities to grow together 
into mega-regions

The goal of the project lies beyond congestion prob-
lems, in accelerating traffic, allowing cities and mega-
regions to scale up more.

City model based on rules of speed and acceleration. 
Creation of a new type of urban structure, centred around the city’s flow and movement.

Adapting network to context New technologies Impact

1. Model

1200 people/km2 
(Randstad)

to 262 km/h
Proximity: 10.2 minutes

Base model
120 km/h, 7300 people/
km2, 1 million inhabitants

Optimization
Max. road width: 11 lanes

27000 people/km2 
(Manhattan)

Optimized speed network Context: nodes & connections Optimization: Combination

262 km/h to 528 km/h
Proximity: 12.0 minutes

262 km/h to 141 km/h
Proximity: 9.7 minutes

70 lanes

2 lanes

11 lanes

Area

Turning radius

Grid

Roads

Building offset

Building extrusion

While speed asks for 
sprawl, proximity asks 
for density. 

Changed sprawl: still con-
centration at roads

2. Zoom

3. Adaptation

Accelerated World
Dissolving cities - or one big city?

Adding of ICTs to transport infrastructure and 
vehicles - increase complexity

Shifting densities - High speed is space consuming
Uneven distribution of program: concentration at roads

Space surplus as advantage 
Middle areas to react on acceleration: slow and green

Accessibility is other critical part in acceleration process
Applying acceleration rules from road to doorstep

Slope: better acceleration/deceleration

Access

Exit

Generic logic of the model projected over existing city:
High density grid-city in car-dependant US: New York/Manhattan

Weaving
The number of access/exit points per km is limited, too many could cause a delay.
Higher speeds = less access/exit points

The new road network adapts to the exist-
ing roads and built mass

Turning radius
Between and over existing buildings

Up to a certain height the system of 
direct access/exit can be applied Picture: Rob Brooks, flickr.com


